As larger ships and floating offshore structures are, and rougher the marine environment becomes nowadays, a drag embedment type anchor of more stable performance and higher holding power is requested. This paper describes an experimental study of the drag embedding motion and the resultant holding force of three types of drag embedment type anchor model (HALL, scale 1/10).
INTRODUCTION
The basic understanding of the embedding motion and the holding power of drag embedment type anchors (DEA) is necessary to the development of DEA of more stable performance and higher holding power, although the selection of anchoring system depends mostly on the traditional intuitive way of using "Equipment No." table and most recent studies focus only on deep water mooring of floating offshore structures.
This paper describes an experimental study of the embedding motion and the resultant holding force of three types of DEA model. Their relations are analyzed with respect to the anchor geometry and the soil characteristics. Corresponding author: Hyun-Kyoung Shin e-mail: hkshin@ulsan.ac.kr DRAG EMBEDMENT TYPE ANCHOR DEA, which is one of effective and widely applied anchors for ships and floating offshore structures including wind turbines, accomplishes the required holding force by its embedding motion, when dragged horizontally.
Three types of DEA (HALL, AC-14, SEC POOL-N, scale 1/10) shown in Figs. 1~3 are generally applied to floating offshore structures and commercial vessels nowadays on both hard and soft seafloor.
DRAG EMBEDMENT TEST

DEA model
Eight sets of DEA model are shown in Fig. 4 and Tables 1~2. (Lee et al., 2011) . 
Model test
The drag embedment model test is carried out in the test tank (L B H=4000 900 900mm) shown in Fig. 5 with both hard (sand) and soft (mud) seafloor. Also, anchor embedment depths and holding forces are measured by the ruler and the load cell, respectively, located on wire between the winch and the upper sheave. As shown in Figs. 6~19, the holding force F increases steeply after initial penetration stage of model anchors and finally converges to its max. holding force. The holding force and the embedment depth on mud soil are higher than those on sand soil, respectively. It holds in all three types of anchor.
Also, Fig. 20 shows that the max. holding force of bigger model anchors is higher than that of the smaller ones of the same model.
The anchor embedding capability can be represented by the max. holding power, which is defined as the ratio of the max. holding force to its weight on Y-axis.
As shown in Fig. 21 , the max. holding powers measured at the model test differ from each other in different types of anchor and soil.
Comparison with NCEL's anchor holding capacity
The anchor holding capacities from the model tests are plotted on the graphs prepared by NCEL in Fig. 22 , and compared with each other to accredit them. 
Anchor embedment depth
In order to verify the relation between the holding capacity and the embedment motion of each anchor, final depths of the anchor pin and the fluke tip are measured after each test of anchors on both sand and mud seafloor, of which mean values are described in Tables 3~4. 170 327
Soil characteristic
The particle size distribution of sand and mud used in the test, was obtained by the sieve analysis according to KS F2309 (Figs. 23~24) and the hydrometer analysis according to KS F2302-92 was additionally made for mud's very small particles (Fig. 25) . Development of soil heave in Fig. 29 affects the soil weight of failure wedge (Neubecker and Randolph, 1996 a) . The drag force in each stage can be differently derived as below.
In the 1st stage, most of drag forces are caused by friction between anchor and soil and the equation (1) can be used as a drag force equation. On the 2 nd stage, most of drag forces are caused by soil resistance on the failure wedge surface and the equation (2) can be used as a drag force equation. 
CONCLUSIONS
This study is carried out to verify the drag embedding motion and the resultant holding force of three types of anchor models (HALL, AC-14, POOL-N) on both hard(mud) and soft(sand) seafloor, and to derive governing equations, regarding the relations of the anchor geometry and the holding force.
Considering the test results, the anchor embedding motion is diversified by three stages with different kinds of motion and force applied and, finally, the governing drag force equation in each stage is derived with respect to the anchor geometry and the embedded depth on both hard and soft seafloor, using the bearing capacity factor.
The results can be used to verify the actual holding capacity of each type of DEA, as reference, and be used as fundamental data for the development of more efficient and higher performance DEA in the future. 
